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The DAO Telescopes: 
The Challenge...

• DAO observing support discontinued in early 1990’s because 
of staff reductions and changing HIA priorities

• Infrequent (but long!) usable nights from mid-October through 
mid-March discourage applicants because of the risk of 
completely unproductive observing runs

• Low subscription rates (80-100%) for the 1.2-m and 1.8-m 
telescopes from 1990 to 2000; partly a result of the decreasing 
level of maintenance, technical support and development 
available

• An increase in demand for DAO telescope time was needed to 
justify continued scientific operation of both DAO telescopes
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The DAO Telescopes:
...and the Opportunity

• The Canadian LRP1998 and LRP Mid-Term Review 
recommended funds for the DAO Telescopes to provide:
– “the extra staff and support needed to maintain their scientific 

productivity” 
– support “for the enhancement of (their) scientific capabilities”

• As a result of LRP recommendations, we were able to:
– hire a highly skilled Technical Officer (PhD astronomer) dedicated to 

the operation and development of the DAO telescopes
– undertake modest development efforts to improve the performance 

and capability of both telescopes
• For the 1.2-m telescope, we began a program to automate the 

operation of the telescope and spectrograph
• Shared-risk operations with limited capabilities began in 2004
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The DAO 1.2-m 
Telescope and 
McKellar Spectrograph

• Inaugurated in March 1962; used exclusively at coudé focus
• Three available mirror sets (#2 through #5); rapidly 

interchangeable and self-aligning; high-reflectivity enhanced 
aluminum, super blue, and silver coatings

• Wavelength-optimized Richardson image slicers are used at 
the entrance slit to ensure high throughput

• Two available spectrograph optical paths:
– 32” (short) camera can be paired with one of six available gratings to 

yield dispersions ranging from 5 to 41 Å/mm
– 96” (long) camera combined with 830 groove/mm grating mosaic 

provides 4.8 Å/mm spectra in 1st order and 2.4 Å/mm in 2nd order
• Corresponding resolutions range from 0.07 to 1.2 Å
• SITe-4 2K x 4K CCD provides 150 Å coverage at highest R
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Robotic Operation: 
Acquisition and 
Guiding

• Telescope pointing model gives typical pointing errors of 10” 
RMS; pointing model is normally updated each year with more 
frequent RA and/or Dec offsets applied when required

• A single inexpensive, cooled, QSI CCD is used as an 
acquisition/Guide camera; fed by a 10% pellicle beam splitter; 
unvignetted FoV diameter of ~1’

• For acquisition a simple finding algorithm spirals out from the 
center of the FoV; searches for a feature of at least 9 adjacent 
pixels with flux exceeding a threshold determined by overall 
frame statistics

• A current limitation is that the first object, closest to the center 
is acquired
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Robotic Operation: 
Acquisition and 
Guiding

• After acquisition, the CCD is sub-rastered for guiding at up to 
a 7 Hz frame rate; we normally run at just 2 Hz

• stellar images have 2 to 3 pixel FWHM during median seeing 
conditions (3” - this is NOT Mauna Kea!) 

• Active guiding originally performed with a pair of tip/tilt plates
• Correction is now accomplished by translating the coudé 

mirror train’s f/30 transfer lens; motion resolution is set to 0.1” 
with an update rate of 7 Hz to match the fastest CCD readout

• The current A/G limiting magnitude is ~V=10.5
• Slower guiding corrections are off-loaded to the TCS
• A simple, low-amplitude dithering algorithm is used to 

maximize the spectrograph’s exposure meter count rate 
during an exposure
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Robotic Operation: 
Dome Control and 
Weather Monitoring

• The dome’s lower and upper shutters are controlled remotely
• A rain sensor forces the dome shutters to close if the weather 

deteriorates; sensor is heated to prevent false triggers from 
dew; occasionally annoying to eager “classical” observers - “I 
only felt a few drops!”

• A weather station located close to the 1.2-m telescope’s dome 
also prevents opening or forces closure if the relative humidity 
exceeds 95% (Again, this is NOT Mauna Kea!  An 80% limit at 
DAO - as used to be the rule at CFHT - would eliminate many 
clear winter nights)

• Weather station data, TCS status, and dome camera images 
can be monitored via the WWW.  (Interior dome light can be 
controlled remotely if required.)
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Robotic Operation: 
Monitoring and Control
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Telescope 
Status and 

Environmental 
Data are 

available on 
the WWW
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Robotic Operation: 
Telescope Focus

• Telescope focus is controlled automatically throughout the 
night using weather station and spectrograph data
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Robotic Operation:  
Program Control

• Telescope operation controlled by shell script with a simple 
text file as the only command-line parameter:
– e.g., typing the single command “auto.csh  2011-03-02.parm” from a 

shell window could run tonight’s program from my hotel room
• The input file provides:

– the opening time
– the calibration sequences (currently only biases/arcs/sky exposures)
– a start time or the background sky count rate to wait before acquiring 

the first target
– target ID, coordinates, exposure times or desired exposure meter 

count level, and number of exposures
• No interaction is required by staff after execution of the script
• Operation can be controlled anywhere; just needs a terminal 

window, an Internet connection and ssh
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Robotic Operation:  
Sample Program 
Input File
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A Sample 1.2-m 
Robotic 

Observing 
Program File
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Robotic Programs:
Intensive Single-
target Monitoring
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The Bp star 36 Lyn was observed continuously on every clear night for more 
than two weeks to search for “eclipses” in the core of the Hα line.  The 
primary eclipse is clearly detected on one night (right); on most nights (e.g. 
left) no variability is detected.  Each 4.8 Å/mm spectrum had an exposure 
time of 20 minutes and the star was observed for up to 10 consecutive hours.

Wade et al. (2006, A&A, 458, 569)
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Robotic Programs: 
Surveys
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        H9   H8   K  H!               H"                                H# 

A set of 70 moderate-resolution spectra of 24 stars obtained during one 
night of unattended robotic observing. Each row in the image is an 
individual spectrum. The magnitude range of the stars shown is V = 5 to 8.
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Robotic Programs: 
Surveys
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Spectra of 75 stars obtained during one night of unattended robotic 
observing. These data are part of a large search for nearby young 

stars suitable for a future Gemini GPI survey program.
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Robotic Programs: 
Radial Velocities
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The relative radial velocity variations 
derived using a single 20 CVn spectrum 
as the input velocity template.

Mean of 8 hours of consecutive 
360-s 2.4 Å/mm spectra of the 
δ Scuti star 20 CVn (V=4.7)

Velocity precisions obtained with the 
RVSAO IRAF package (with no additional 
special processing) are 20 to 30 m/s for 
these 6-minute observations.
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Robotic Operation: 
Near Real-time 
Access to Data
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Data will be 
available via 
the CADC’s 

DAO Science 
Archive within 
15 minutes of 

acquisition
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Robotic Operation: 
Future Enhancements 
(Budget Permitting)

• Acquisition of new, small science CCD’s to create an 18K x 
512 array:
– increase wavelength coverage and resolution to 650Å for R = 70,000

• Higher frame-rate A/G camera will provide better wind-shake 
correction; aiming at 30 Hz rate to provide good correction out 
to ~1 Hz resonance frequency of the telescope

• Provide a pair of dichroic beamsplitters to enable A/G to V ~ 13 
or fainter with automatic adjustment of A/G exposure time/
readout rate

• Remote control of grating rotation and spectrograph camera 
focus

• Automation of flat-field lamp hardware
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Robotic Operation: 
Future Enhancements 
(Budget Permitting)

• Integrate existing IRAF/PyRAF processing pipeline and radial-
velocity measurements (where applicable) with data 
acquisition
– eventually provide processed data (and possibly custom processing 

capability) through additional DAO Science Archive WWW pages
• More intelligent and reliable A/G algorithm for Victoria’s rather 

common less-than-optimal winter observing conditions
• Skycam + cloud-detection software integration with robotic 

operation
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Future Enhancements: 
DAO Skycam + Cloud 
Detection Script

• Determine extinction and 
background near Polaris

• Measure small-scale structure 
over 90° x 90° area to detect 
patchy clouds/cirrus

• Script returns 1 or 0 (observe/
don’t observe) every minute

• Generate “sky condition” 
factor, SF, every 15 minutes

• Integrate with observing script 
so that when SF > 0.8 open 
dome and start observing

• Eventually measure SF for 
different regions of the sky; 
observe targets in clearest 
regions 19

Uncooled CCD; exposure time 
constantly adjusted from < ms to 10 s
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Conclusion

• Enhanced operation of DAO 1.2-m telescope will ensure its 
continued scientific relevance and productivity

• Typically 30-40% of allocated time has been scheduled as 
“robotic” each quarter since 2005

• The 1.2-m telescope’s overall subscription rate is up to 150% 
in recent years, largely due to availability of robotic observing

• Popularity of DAO robotic observing is increasing, especially 
in winter months: 57% and 71% of 2010D/2011A nights are 
robotic (including the week of this conference) 

• We hope to use what we have learned with the 1.2-m to 
eventually enable robotic operation of the venerable 1.8-m 
Plaskett telescope;  this will not be without its challenges...
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Conclusion

• Reminder to interested observers re. both DAO telescopes:
– Both telescopes are scheduled quarterly; nominal deadlines are the 

1st of December, March, June and September for quarters starting 
one month later

– Significant amounts of observing time can be obtained for good 
science cases

– Single lengthy runs (3 or 4 weeks) and long-term programs over 
timeframes of months to many years are often scheduled

– Graduate student research projects are particularly encouraged and 
strongly supported

• Contact us at HIATelescopes@nrc-cnrc.gc.ca
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